EXTRA SPECIAL
FRI. & SAT. NOV. 5th & 6th
-Quality Meats-
The Better Grade Only-Tender, Tasty and Nourishing. Friend to Save You Money.

GOOD LIFE SPRING
LEGS OF LAMB $2.70
Top or Bottom $2.50
ROUND ROAST $2.90

BEEF or Porkhouse
STEAKS
8 oz. $3.30

Fresh Loin of Pork
Elder Salt $2.23

Fresh Sausage Links $2.70
Sugar Cured $3.10

SLICED BACON 

Tasty
COLD CUTS

Veal

Black Hawk
SMOKED HAMS

Great Eastern Store

Hawthorne Auto Sales

TO CELEBRATE
SWEEDENBERG'S
BIRTHDAY JAN 26

PUBLIC SERVICE
CREATES NEW
DEPARTMENT

CONSTRUCTION
OF BOMES ON
INCREASE HERE

"You'll be ahead with a CHEVROLET!"

Why National Advertisers
USE THIS NEWSPAPER

"People are interested in other people, especially in people they know; in a newspaper. They are especially interested in the newspaper advertisers.

The first attraction at the newspaper advertisers is that many more people who are every day interested in buying products to use in their homes, and who are of high income and educational level, and who are interested in the newspaper advertisements. They buy advertising at newspapers because of their great interest in the newspaper itself.

People are interested in other people, especially in other people they know; in newspapers. They are especially interested in the newspaper advertising. In a newspaper, the newspaper advertisers are interested in the newspaper itself. They buy advertising at newspapers because of their great interest in the newspaper advertising.